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Case Studies
With solutions from the Installed Sound,
Portable Systems and Concert Series
lines, K-array offers complete sound
reinforcement for a wide range of
applications on a global scale.
Offering high-quality unique products
and innovative technologies in a variety
of sizes and SPL outputs, we have
the capability to provide a customized
system to meet the needs of local and
international companies alike in a number
of venues and settings. Our case studies
highlight the diverse work we do across all
industries.
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Auditoriums and
Corporate, Education
and Government Facilities
It’s not enough to have only a valuable
message to engage an audience. Without
high intelligibility, an effective speech can
become impotent. In places of academia,
conferences and seminars and houses
of senate, systems with clear spoken
word and the ability to cover a large area
uniformly is the key to continuing the
conversation. And K-array’s long line arrays
do just that. They also have the capability
to minimize feedback issues, which proves
to be especially convenient on a platform
full of microphones and allows for any
desired system arrangement.

Kobra-KK102I

Ultra-slim, high-power line
array elements

Centro Cultural de Belem
Lisbon, Portugal

5.9 x 100.0 x 8.1 cm (2.93“ x 39.37” x 3.18“)
4.8 kg (10.58 lb)
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Fitness and Wellness
Whether to soothe the soul and help
the mind relax or to pump the body full
of endorphins and push the physique,
audio plays a vital part in the success
of fitness and wellness centers. K-array
audio solutions are employed to provide
clear spoken word, to get the trainers’
instructions out over the grunts of
exercisers and to keep weightlifters
concentrated throughout their workout
with powerful audio. And our systems,
made of the most reliable and durable
materials, are no match for sauna steam
and are able to withstand the test of time
in aquatic environments.

Tornado-KT2

2” point source, compact
speaker

Forsthofalm Hotel
Salzburg, Austria

7.4 x 12.1 x 11.7 cm (2.93“ x 4.76” x 4.62“)
0.6 kg (1.23 lb)
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Houses of Worship
Hallowed structures with devout
congregations call for natural sound in a
discreet frame. In houses of worship with
impressive architecture, arched ceilings
or even simplistic buildings with minimal
décor, the narrow vertical coverage of
K-array’s slim column speakers minimizes
the sound spill towards the ceiling and
the floor, thus increasing the intelligibility
in highly reverberant environments. The
possibility to customize the color of the
speakers to perfectly match the décor of
the sanctuary is available.

Pinnacle-KR102

High-tech, ultra-light powered
stereo system

St. Patrick’s Cathedral
New York City, USA

32.6 x 222.0-254.0 x 43.5 cm (12.83“ x 87.4”- 100.0” x 17.12“) per side
23.0 kg per side
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Large Congregations
When a large amount of people unite
under one belief, their biggest interest
is taking in the celebration which is why
a system that provides high intelligibility
and clear spoken word is a necessity for
large congregations. K-array’s compact line
arrays are ideal in getting the devotion to
the audience with maximum clarity and
equally fitting for live bands to sing the
good word.

Mugello-KH3

Medium format, digitally acoustic steering,
powered line array elements

Temple of Solomon
São Paulo, Brazil

121.8 x 37.0 x 21.0 cm (47.95“ x 14,56” x 8.26“)
29.0 kg (63.93 lb)
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Theaters and Concert Halls
Ornate theaters and grand concert halls
are some the most beautiful buildings
in the world. After all, it’s only fitting
that monuments to culture should be
works of art themselves. Precisely why
K-array’s slim line arrays are the ideal
audio solutions. With a slim form factor
that doesn’t obstruct audience views, the
compact speakers have the capability to
cover large venues with a minimal amount
of elements. K-array’s portfolio also
contains some of the most unique solutions
that can adapt to the curvature of the stage
or the shape of seating for an impressive
option for front fill and under balcony fill.

Pinnacle-KR202

High-tech, ultra-light powered
stereo system

Suntory Hall
Tokyo, Japan

46.5 x 269.2 x 59.6 cm (18.3“ x 105,98” x 23.46“)
36,8 kg (81.13 lb) per side
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Stadiums and Sport Venues
A high-intensity match with a victory high
and a despairing defeat are all part of the
entertaining experience at a sporting event.
Stadiums, arenas, hippodromes, tracks and
recreational sports facilities that employ K-array
systems get an added-experience: powerful
sound to match the powerful emotions running
through the spectators, players and coaches
alike. K-array’s compact large-scale line
arrays provide maximum clarity and definition
and direct the sound to the audience area to
provide continuous, even coverage that reaches
the last bleacher in the stands.
Mugello-KH5

Digital acoustic steering, powered
line array element

121.8 x 52.0 x 21.0 cm (47.95“ x 20.47” x 8.26“)
61.0 kg (134.48 lb)

Mugello-KS5

Large format, self-powered
subwoofer element

Vodafone Arena
Istanbul, Turkey

116.2 x 59.0 x 85.0 cm (45.74“ x 23.22” x 33.46“)
104.4 kg (230.16 lb)
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Nightclubs
With the beats flowing and the bass
pumping, K-array designs acoustic systems
of high quality and flexibility for lounges
and clubs and bars and pubs. The
powerful, yet fast and controlled, sound
that the speakers produce pulses through
the veins and literally punches the air
with vigor, all whilst harmonizing with
any adjoining areas with different audio
requirements. These reliable solutions can
go night after night without relenting, just
like party animals.

Mugello-KH5

Digital acoustic steering, powered
line array element

121.8 x 52.0 x 21.0 cm (47.95“ x 20.47” x 8.26“)
61.0 kg (134.48 lb)

Mugello-KS5

Large format, self-powered
subwoofer element

Luce della Vita Nightclub
Shanghai, China

116.2 x 59.0 x 85.0 cm (45.74“ x 23.22” x 33.46“)
104.4 kg (230.16 lb)
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Event Productions
With a sleek design and a discreet form,
K-array’s portable systems integrate
seamlessly into audio designs for the
most prestigious gala dinners, wedding
receptions, high-end fashion shows
and corporate events. Lightweight and
easy to setup and dismantle, our hightech, powered audio solutions are easily
adaptable for all temporary installations
including outdoor setups with durable
weatherproof features.

Tornado-KT2

2” point source
compact speaker

Option of Luxury Exhibit
Milan, Italy

7.4 x 12.1 x 11.7 cm (2.93“ x 4.76” x 4.62“)
0.6 kg (1.23 lb)
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Retail
From small boutiques to large shopping
centers, the best in retail architecture
and interior design includes an enjoyable,
stress-free environment to promote sales
and provide a positive shopping experience
for the consumer. K-array’s discreet
loudspeakers made with premium finishes
are the ideal design element to create
this ambiance with a wide range of highperforming point sources in a variety of
sizes and audio output.

Kobra-KK102I

Ultra-slim, high-power
line array element

Playground Clothing Store
Prato, Italy

5.9 x 100.0 x 8.1 cm (2.93“ x 39.37” x 3.18“)
4.8 kg (10.58 lb)
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Transportation Facilities
The most important factor that contributes
to the planning, design and construction of
land, water and air transportation facilities is
convenience for the traveler. Whether a train
station, public bus stop, cruise ship, airport
or even a luxury jet, information should be
made readily available for the traveler to
quickly get where he or she needs to go.
That’s where our speakers come in. With
strategically-placed, powerful sound sources
by K-array that provide clear spoken word,
travel delays and miss connections will
become a thing of the past.

Python-KP52I

Ultra-slim, high-power
line array element

8.8 x 50.0 x 11.8 cm (3.46“ x 19.68” x 4.64“)
5.8 kg (12.78 lb)

Rumble-KU26

Ultra-thin line array
bass element

Silja Line Symphony Cruise Ship
Helsinki, Finland

35.0 x 18.0 x 11.8 cm (13.77“ x 7.08” x 4.64“)
5.9 kg (13 lb)
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Broadcast and Studios
If there ever was a doubt, broadcast
television can still stir up more excitement
in more ways than any other medium. And
big TV productions or live televised events
generate a large viewership who can be
unforgiving when it comes to technical
difficulties. Which is why it is important
to employ high-end audio solutions that
perform at a high level. With invisible line
arrays that can be used to create a slim PA
system as well as a monitor cleverly hidden
in plain sight at center stage or flexible,
meters-long speakers that can stretch
across the length of the stage as front fill
or stage monitors, K-array has a range of
unique solutions TV studios and filming
crews alike can rely upon.

Pinnacle-KR202

High-tech, ultra-light
powered stereo system

Sanremo Music Festival TV Broadcast
Sanremo, Italy

46.5 x 269.2 x 59.6 cm (18.3“ x 105,98” x 23.46“)
36,8 kg (81.13 lb) per side
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Theme Parks
From thrill seekers and adrenaline junkies
to fun-loving families and adventurous
friends, attendees from all walks of
life enjoy the pure entertainment at
amusements parks. To enhance their
experience and liven the atmosphere,
K-array has waterproof speakers for
aquatic parks and durable, weatherproof
point sources for roller coaster rides and
fairs. Made with premium materials, our
solutions can withstand the wear and tear
of outdoor exposure day in and day out,
rendering K-array one of the most reliable
brands on the market.

Python-KP102I

Ultra-slim, high-power
line array element

8.8 x 100.0 x 11.8 cm (3.46“ x 39.37” x 4.64“)
5.8 kg (26.45 lb)

Thunder-KMT18I

Ultra-slim, high-power
line array element

Land of Legends Theme Park
Serik/Antalya, Turkey

46.5 x 46.5 x 59.6 cm (18.3“ x 18.3” x 23.46“)
27.6 kg (60.84 lb)
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Hotels and Resorts
A home away from home, hotels have
the difficult task of making guests feel as
happy, calm and comfortable as in one’s
own house. Relaxing music flowing softly
through the lobby or lively beats pumping
in the hotel lounge are K-array’s proven
ways to help hotels put the guests at ease.
High intelligibility for maximum results
and sleek design with premium materials
and customizable finishes to integrate
easily into the interior design makes our
speakers favorites among large chains and
boutique hotels alike.

Kobra-K52I

Ultra-slim, high-power
line array element

5.9 x 50.0 x 8.1 cm (2.93“ x 19.68” x 3.18“)
.3 kg (5.07 lb)

Rumble-KU210

Ultra-thin line array
bass element

Puradies Chalet Village
Leogang, Austria

50.0 x 28.2 x 15.0 cm (19.68“ x 11.1” x 5.9“)
11.0 kg (24.25 lb)
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Cafes, Bistros and
Restaurants
Wine glasses clinking, the clatter of
stacked plates, the murmur of diners
and hearty laughs are all sounds the
background music in an eatery must
compete with to provide a pleasant
ambiance. But with K-array’s highly
intelligible speakers that blend in
seamlessly into the décor, diners are
treated to clear acoustics for easy listening
that drown out the disturbances and
enhance their dining experience.

Pinnacle-KR402

High-tech, ultra-light
powered stereo system

Zoe Live Bar
Geneva, Switzerland

55.5 x 275.1 x 76.3 cm (21.85“ x 108,3” x 30.03“)
73.0 kg (160.9 lb) per side
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Touring, Music Festivals,
Concerts and Live Events
Zealous fans, demanding performers,
inadequate venues, setup and takedown
time constraints are all important factors
that must be taken into consideration for
live performance applications. Which is
why K-array designed incredibly compact
line arrays to combat these potential
production nightmares. The slim design
allows sound to exit instantaneously
without resonance resulting in a better
impulse response and maximum clarity
and definition and pleasing everyone
in the audience. Producing a sound
dispersion in a hyper-cardioid figure
maintains the desired directivity with
minimal back emission, keeping the
stage clear of sound pollution and
simultaneously keeping the performers
happy. K-array’s lightweight concert
solutions saves space along with
transportation costs benefiting installation
crews and event organizers alike.

Mugello-KH5

Mugello-KS5

Digital acoustic steering, powered
line array element

Large format, self-powered
subwoofer element

121.8 x 52.0 x 21.0 cm (47.95“ x 20.47” x 8.26“)
61.0 kg (134.48 lb)

116.2 x 59.0 x 85.0 cm (45.74“ x 23.22” x 33.46“)
104.4 kg (230.16 lb)

NY CityFest with Luis Palau in Central Park
New York City, USA
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Museums
The senses of perception in a museum or
gallery are responsible for connecting the
audience with the display. The auditory
senses must encourage discovery and
learning without distracting from the
visual experience. With an exceptional
size-to-output ratio and ability to cover
wide horizontal and relatively narrow
vertical patterns, K-array’s installed sound
speakers are exceedingly suitable for
these applications. Their slender and
customizable physical characteristics
render them perfect for any exhibit or
other events the venue may host.

Kobra-KK102I

Ultra-slim, high-power
line array element

Santa Croce Museum
Florence, Italy

5.9 x 100.0 x 8.1 cm (2.93“ x 39.37” x 3.18“)
4.8 kg (10.58 lb)
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